CHEM 36B: Proposal Grade Sheet

Name: ___________________________

Title Page (5)
- Neatness (2)
- Insufficient Information (3)

Introduction (30)
- Clearly states the problem and hypothesis for the project (10)
- Clearly state the relevance of the project (10)
- Background information to demonstrate knowledge of the subject matter (10)

Procedure (40)
- Materials list (5)
- Instrumental Section: Must include name and manufacturer of instrument, method used ie, GC temperature program, NMR type of experiment and used and justify use, why is this tool and analysis useful (10)
- Procedure: Include reagent amounts, and techniques, you do not need to explain techniques. (25)

Works Cited/References (10)
- Consistent citation style (2)
- Ideas properly referenced (2)
- Procedure referenced (2)
- At least one literature reference not from J Chem Ed. (4)

Style (5)
- Grammar, spelling, punctuation problems
- Good writing style, no first person use
- Transitions
- Complete thoughts

Schedule of Work (10)
- All Lab Periods Listed
- Each Team Member’s Contribution Listed for Each Lab Meeting
- Work Balanced Between Team Members

Comments:

Total Score (100)_________